
Suggested Days Out on the Blue Timetable  

Departing from Cheltenham Racecourse 
Other journey opportunities are available, please consult the timetable. 

 

Visiting Broadway – Day Rover Ticket 

The village centre is a 15-20 minute walk from the station 

Catch the 1015 steam service from Cheltenham Racecourse, arriving into Broadway at 1116. You can then return on 

either 1425 steam service from Broadway, arriving back into Cheltenham Racecourse at 1521 (giving just over 3 hours 

in Broadway), or the 1540 Diesel Railcar service from Broadway, arriving into Cheltenham Racecourse at 1635 (giving 

nearly 4 ½ hours in Broadway). 

Alternatively catch the 1135 diesel railcar service from Cheltenham Racecourse, arriving into Broadway at 1236, and 

return on either the 1425 steam service, or the diesel railcar at 1540. 

Last departure from Broadway to Cheltenham Racecourse is at 1540 

 

Explore the railway and visit both Toddington and Winchcombe stations – Day 

Rover Ticket 

Catch the 1015 steam service from Cheltenham Racecourse to Broadway, arriving at 1116, then catch the 1135 steam 

service from Broadway to Winchcombe, arriving at 1205 and have lunch in the Coffeepot café. 

Catch the 1327 steam service to Toddington, arriving at 1337. After 50 minutes exploring the station area, catch the 

1430 diesel railcar service to Winchcombe, arriving at 1440. 

Visit the discovery coach and model railway on platform 2 at Winchcombe, then catch the 1458 steam service to 

Cheltenham Racecourse, arriving at 1521. 

 

Visiting Hailes Abbey – Return to Hayles Abbey Halt 

The abbey ruins and Norman church are a 10-15 minute walk from the station 

Catch the 1135 diesel railcar service to Hayles Abbey Halt, arriving at 1212. After 2 hours exploring the abbey ruins 

and church, catch the 1435 diesel railcar service to Winchcombe, arriving at 1440. Visit the discovery coach and 

model railway on platform 2 at Winchcombe, then catch the 1458 steam service to Cheltenham Racecourse, arriving 

at 1521. 

Visiting Winchcombe – Return to Winchcombe 

The town is a 20-25 minute walk from the station. Sudeley Castle is a 50 minute walk from the station 

Catch either the 1015 steam service, arriving into Winchcombe at 1038, or the 1135 diesel railcar service, arriving 

into Winchcombe at 1158. 

Return services are available at 1458 (steam), arriving into Cheltenham Racecourse at 1521 or 1612 (diesel railcar), 

arriving into Cheltenham Racecourse at 1635. 

 

  



Suggested Days Out on the Blue Timetable 

Departing from Broadway 
Other journey opportunities are available, please consult the timetable. 

 

Explore the railway and visit both Toddington and Winchcombe stations – Day 

Rover Ticket 

Catch the 1135 steam hauled service to Cheltenham Racecourse, arriving at 1231. Return on the 1255 steam hauled 

service to Winchcombe, arriving at 1318. 

Spend an hour at Winchcombe exploring the station, visiting the discovery coach and model railway on platform 2 

and having lunch in the Coffeepot café or use the picnic areas on platform 2. 

Catch the 1415 diesel railcar service to Toddington, arriving at 1425 then spend 50 minutes exploring the station and 

yard area at Toddington. 

Catch the 1520 diesel railcar service to Broadway, arriving at 1536. 

 

Visiting Cheltenham Town Centre – Day Rover Ticket 

Allow at least an hour to travel from Cheltenham Racecourse station to / from the town centre. Regular buses 

depart from the Racecourse entrance which is an approx. 15 minute walk from the station. Alternatively, Taxis are 

usually available and numbers can be obtained from station staff. 

Catch the 1015 diesel railcar service to Cheltenham Racecourse, arriving at 1111. Allow 1 hour to reach the town 

centre and 1 hour to return to Cheltenham Racecourse station. Then catch the 1545 steam service from Cheltenham 

Racecourse, arriving into Broadway at 1646. 

 

Visiting Hailes Abbey – Winchcombe Day Explorer Ticket 

The abbey ruins and Norman church are a 10-15 minute walk from the station 

Catch the 1015 diesel rail car service, arriving into Hayles Abbey at 1040, then catch the 1315 diesel railcar service 

from Hayles Abbey to Winchcombe, arriving at 1320. Cross over to platform 2 and catch the 1327 steam service to 

Broadway, arriving at 1356. 

Alternatively catch the 1250 diesel railcar service from Broadway, arriving into Hayles Abbey Halt at 1315, then catch 

the 1510 diesel railcar service from Hayles Abbey, arriving into Broadway at 1536. 

 

Visiting Winchcombe – Winchcombe Day Explorer Ticket 

The town is a 20-25 minute walk from the station. Sudeley Castle is a 50 minute walk from the station 

Catch either the 1015 diesel railcar service, arriving into Winchcombe at 1045, or the 1135 steam service, arriving 

into Winchcombe at 1205. 

Return services are available at 1505 (diesel railcar), arriving into Broadway at 1536 or 1617 (steam service), arriving 

into Broadway at 1646.  



Suggested Days Out on the Blue Timetable  

Departing from Winchcombe 
Other journey opportunities are available, please consult the timetable. 

 

Visiting Broadway – Broadway Day Explorer Ticket 

The village centre is a 15-20 minute walk from the station 

Catch the 1047 steam service from Winchcombe, arriving into Broadway at 1116. You can then return on either 1425 

steam service from Broadway, arriving back into Winchcombe at 1455 (giving just over 3 hours in Broadway), or the 

1540 Diesel Railcar service from Broadway, arriving into Winchcombe at 1610 (giving nearly 4 ½ hours in Broadway). 

Alternatively catch the 1207 diesel railcar service from Winchcombe, arriving into Broadway at 1236  and return on 

either the 1425 steam service, or the diesel railcar at 1540. 

Last departure from Broadway to Winchcombe is at 1540 

 

Explore the railway and visit Cheltenham Racecourse, Toddington and Broadway 

stations – Day Rover Ticket 

Catch the 1047 steam service to Broadway, arriving at 1116. This train then departs at 1135 to Cheltenham 

Racecourse, arriving at 1231. Return on the 1255 steam hauled service to Toddington, arriving at 1337. 

After 50 minutes exploring the Toddington station area catch the 1430 diesel railcar service to Winchcombe, arriving 

back into Winchcombe at 1440.  

 

Visiting Hailes Abbey – Return to Hayles Abbey Halt 

The abbey ruins and Norman church are a 10-15 minute walk from the station 

Catch the 1207 diesel railcar service to Hayles Abbey Halt, arriving at 1212. After 2 hours exploring the abbey ruins 

and church, catch the 1435 diesel railcar service to Winchcombe, arriving at 1440.  

 

Visiting Cheltenham Town Centre – Return to Cheltenham 

Allow at least an hour to travel from Cheltenham Racecourse station to / from the town centre. Regular buses 

depart from the Racecourse entrance an approx. 15 minute walk from the station. Alternatively Taxis are usually 

available and numbers can be obtained from station staff. 

Catch the 1048 diesel railcar service to Cheltenham Racecourse, arriving at 1111. Allow 1 hour to reach the town 

centre and 1 hour to return to CRC station. Then catch the 1545 steam service from Cheltenham Racecourse, arriving 

into Winchcombe at 1608, or the 1640 diesel railcar service from Cheltenham Racecourse, arriving into Winchcombe 

at 1702. 
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Departing from Toddington 
Other journey opportunities are available, please consult the timetable. 

 

Exploring the full length of the line and visiting Winchcombe – Day Rover Ticket 

Catch the 1100 steam service to Broadway, arriving at 1116. Return on this train, departing at 1135 to Cheltenham 

Racecourse, arriving at 1231. Return on the 1255 steam hauled service to Winchcombe, arriving at 1318. 

Have lunch in the Coffeepot café and explore the Discovery Coach and model railway on platform 2 at Winchcombe. 

Catch the 1415 diesel railcar service from Winchcombe, to Toddington, arriving at 1425. 

You can then have another complete round trip by steam, departing Toddington at 1445 to Cheltenham Racecourse 

and arriving back into Toddington at 1721 (or 1627 if not wishing to travel to Broadway). 

 

Explore the northern section of line between Winchcombe and Broadway – Day 

Explorer Ticket 

Catch the 1340 steam service to Broadway, arriving at 1356. Return on this train, departing at 1425 to Winchcombe, 

arriving at 1455. Return on the 1505 diesel railcar service, arriving back into Toddington at 1515. 

 

Visiting Hailes Abbey – Return to Hayles Abbey Halt 

The abbey ruins and Norman church are a 10-15 minute walk from the station 

Catch the 1035 diesel railcar service to Hayles Abbey Halt, arriving at 1040. After 2 hours exploring the abbey ruins 

and church, catch the 1420 diesel railcar service to Toddington, arriving at 1425. 

Alternatively catch the 1315 diesel railcar service to Hayles Abbey Halt, arriving at 1320, then return on the 1510 

diesel rail service, arriving back into Toddington at 1525.  

 

Visiting Cheltenham Town Centre – Return to Cheltenham 

Allow at least an hour to travel from Cheltenham Racecourse station to / from the town centre. Regular buses 

depart from the Racecourse entrance an approx. 15 minute walk from the station. Alternatively Taxis are usually 

available and numbers can be obtained from station staff. 

Catch the 1035 diesel railcar service to Cheltenham Racecourse, arriving at 1111. Allow 1 hour to reach the town 

centre and 1 hour to return to Cheltenham Racecourse station. Then catch the 1545 steam service from Cheltenham 

Racecourse, arriving into Toddington at 1621, or the 1640 diesel railcar service from Cheltenham Racecourse, arriving 

into Toddington at 1713. 

 

 


